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A twisted nonabelian Hodge correspondence
Alberto Garc´ıa-Raboso
Abstract
We prove an extension of the nonabelian Hodge theorem [Sim92] in which the underlying
objects are twisted torsors over a smooth complex projective variety. In the prototypical
case of GLn-torsors, one side of this correspondence consists of vector bundles equipped
with an action of a sheaf of twisted differential operators in the sense of Be˘ılinson and
Bernstein [BB93]; on the other side, we endow them with appropriately defined twisted
Higgs data.
The proof we present here is formal, in the sense that we do not delve into the analysis
involved in the classical nonabelian Hodge correspondence. Instead, we use homotopy-
theoretic methods —chief among them the theory of principal ∞-bundles [NSS12a]—
to reduce our statement to classical (untwisted) Hodge theory [Sim02].
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Alberto Garc´ıa-Raboso
The study of twisted sheaves has experienced a resurgence in the last decade. Introduced by
Giraud [Gir71] in his work on nonabelian cohomology in the early 1970s, they were promptly
forgotten. It was not until the turn of the century that Ca˘lda˘raru [Ca˘l00] undertook a systematic
study of their derived categories and developed a theory of Fourier-Mukai transforms between
them, bringing some attention back to them. A few of the more interesting recent developments
concerning twisted sheaves include the following.
– A conjecture of Ca˘lda˘raru’s relating twisted Fourier-Mukai transforms to Hodge isometries
of K3 lattices was proved a few years later by Huybrechts and Stellari [HS05, HS06].
– Kontsevich [Kon95] had conjectured that they effect first-order infinitesimal deformations of
categories of coherent sheaves —an idea that was put on firm ground by Lowen and van
den Bergh [LVdB05, LVdB06] (see also [Tod09]). Ben-Bassat, Block and Pantev [BBBP07]
extended this to formal deformations in the case of complex tori, while Sawon [Saw12]
recently constructed actual families of generalized K3 surfaces realizing them.
– Donagi and Pantev [DP08] proved a duality theorem for genus one fibrations that connects
twisted sheaves to Tate-Shafarevich groups —a kind of Pontrjagin duality for commutative
group stacks, as Arinkin reflects in an appendix to loc.cit.
– On a different direction, Lieblich [Lie07] and Yoshioka [Yos06] constructed moduli spaces of
twisted sheaves satisfying appropriate stability conditions.
– A (unpublished1) theorem of Gabber’s upholding an old conjecture of Grothendieck’s
[Gro68b] about the relationship between the Azumaya and cohomological Brauer groups of
quasi-projective varieties was reproved by de Jong [dJ03] using twisted sheaves.
It is only natural to explore what Hodge theory might be able to say about twisted sheaves. After
all, one of the areas in which nonabelian cohomology has featured quite prominently is in the
study of nonabelian Hodge theory (see, e.g., [Sim96a, Sim02]).
Abstract considerations notwithstanding, the original motivation for this work came from the
tamely ramified version of the Geometric Langlands Correspondence (GLC). The program set forth
in [DP09] advocates viewing the GLC as a quantization of a certain Fourier–Mukai transform
—the quantization being mediated by appropriate nonabelian Hodge correspondences. In the
compact case, it is the classical nonabelian Hodge theorem of Simpson’s [Sim92] that applies. In
the tamely ramified case, on the other hand, the objects that should appear are some sort of
twisted bundles with parabolic structure along a divisor.
Although some approaches to defining twisted vector bundles with twisted flat connections
have been made before [Mur96, Cha98, Bry08, DPOR04], the Higgs side has remained virtually
unexplored until now —as has the case of principal bundles (for which we prefer the term torsor).
In this paper we propose a definition of twisted torsors with twisted connections and twisted
Higgs fields that results in a twisted nonabelian Hodge correspondence.
Our results represent a first step towards the correspondence needed to attack the GLC in the
case of tame ramification: here we only deal with twisted torsors over smooth complex projective
varieties, leaving the parabolic case to future work.
1See http://mathoverflow.net/questions/158614.
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Even though our main theorems —Theorem 4.1 for vector bundles, and Theorem 4.6 in the general
case— are relatively easy to understand, their full statement and our proofs use the language
and the machinery of ∞-topoi [TV05, TV08, Lur09], and in particular the beautiful theory of
principal ∞-bundles [NSS12a, NSS12b]. In the hopes that the reader unfamiliar with this rather
abstract framework will still want to get a feeling for them, we have devoted §1 to presenting
“Cˇech”-like versions of them (Theorems 1.8 and 1.15) as candidly as possible, emphasizing the
train of thought rather than a strictly logical order of exposition. We defer a discussion of the
remaining contents of this paper until the end of that section.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Twisted vector bundles
1.1.1 Let X be a smooth projective variety over C, considered either as a scheme with the e´tale
topology or as a complex analytic space endowed with the classical topology. Given α ∈ H2(X,O×X),
we can always2 choose an open cover U = {Ui → X}i∈I of X such that there exists a Cˇech
2-cocycle α = {αijk} ∈ Zˇ2(U,O×X) representing the class α. The following definition goes back to
Giraud’s work on nonabelian cohomology [Gir71].
Definition 1.1. An α-twisted sheaf on X is a collection(
E = {Ei}i∈I , g = {gij}i,j∈I
)
of sheaves Ei of OX -modules on Ui, together with isomorphisms gij : Ej |Uij → Ei|Uij satisfying
2In the analytic case, take a good open cover; for the e´tale topology, see [Mil80, Theorem III.2.17].
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gii = idEi , gij = g
−1
ji , and the α-twisted cocycle condition,
gijgjkgki = αijk idEi ,
on Uijk for any i, j, k ∈ I. Given two α-twisted sheaves,
(E , g) and (F , h), a morphism between
them is given by a collection ϕ = {ϕi}i∈I of morphisms ϕi : Ei → Fi intertwining the transition
functions; i.e., such that ϕigij = hijϕj .
Although this definition uses a particular representative for the class α, it can be shown [Ca˘l00]
that the category of such objects is independent —up to equivalence— of the choice of cover
U and representing cocycle α, justifying the choice of labeling them with the class α in sheaf
cohomology instead of the cocycle α itself.
In what follows we will be concerned not with the whole category of α-twisted sheaves but with
the subgroupoid αVecn(X) of α-twisted vector bundles of fixed rank n and isomorphisms between
them; to wit, those α-twisted sheaves
(E , g) for which each Ei is a vector bundle of rank n, with
morphisms the invertible ones.
1.1.2 Definition 1.1 makes it clear that the twisting α should be considered as the substrate on
which α-twisted vector bundles live.
Definition 1.2. A U-Gm-gerbe over X is the datum of a 2-cocycle α ∈ Zˇ2(U,Gm).
U-Gm-gerbes form a strict 2-category —a 2-groupoid, in fact—, with the 1-morphisms given by
Cˇech 1-cochains and the 2-morphisms by Cˇech 0-cochains. This category is not independent of the
choice of cover U; nevertheless, taking a refinement V of U produces a functor from the category
of U-Gm-gerbes to that of V-Gm-gerbes3.
We will later give a more abstract definition —that of a Gm-gerbe (Definitions 2.3 and 2.11)—
that does not depend on the choice of a cover, and which provides a true geometric realization
for classes in sheaf cohomology.
Definition 1.3. A basic4 vector bundle on a U-Gm-gerbe α over X is an α-twisted vector bundle
(E , g) on X.
At this point, this definition seems unnecessary —and we will, in fact, keep using the term
α-twisted vector bundle. Its convenience will become manifest in just a few short pages when we
introduce twisted connections and twisted Higgs fields.
1.1.3 We make two important remarks about this category of α-twisted vector bundles.
– For a fixed class α ∈ H2(X,O×X), there may be no α-twisted vector bundles of rank n. In
general this is a difficult question concerning the relationship between the Azumaya Brauer
group of X and its cohomological Brauer group [Gro68b]. A short survey of these issues can
3This functor is injective at the level of equivalence classes of objects if we restrict to an appropriate class of covers
(see footnote 2).
4Classically these are known as weight 1 vector bundles on α. In the more general setting in which we wish to prove
our result —twisted torsors for groups other than GLn—, a simple weight does not suffice; hence the need for a
different terminology. See §2.2.
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be found in [DP08, §2.1.3]. We simply observe that αVecn(X) is empty unless α is n-torsion.
Indeed, if there is an object
(E , g) ∈ αVecn(X), then det g = {det gij}i,j∈I provides an
element of Cˇ1(U,O×X) whose Cˇech differential equals αn.
– From an α-twisted vector bundle of rank n we can produce an honest, untwisted Pn−1-bundle
by projectivizing all the locally defined vector bundles: the twisting α goes away because it
is contained in the kernel of the map GLn → PGLn —which coincides with the center of
GLn. This construction is clearly functorial.
These facts will appear once again when we talk about twisted connections and twisted Higgs
fields below. Their recurrence will be explicated thoroughly in §4.1.
1.2 Twisted connections and twisted Higgs fields
1.2.1 The (classical) nonabelian Hodge theorem. Let E be a vector bundle on X. Recall that a
connection on E is a C-linear map ∇ : E → Ω1X ⊗ E satisfying the Leibniz rule
∇(fv) = df ⊗ v + f∇v, for f ∈ OX , v ∈ E .
A connection ∇ naturally extends to a collection of C-linear maps ∇(k) : ΩkX ⊗ E → Ωk+1X ⊗ E
defined by the graded Leibniz identity
∇(k)(α⊗ v) = dα⊗ v + (−1)kα ∧∇v, for v ∈ E , α ∈ ΩkX .
The compositions ∇(k+1) ◦∇(k) are then OX -linear, and we define the curvature C(∇) of ∇ to be
the image of ∇(1) ◦ ∇ under the standard duality isomorphism
HomOX (E ,Ω2X ⊗ E) ∼= HomOX
(OX ,Ω2X ⊗ End(E)) ∼= Γ(X,Ω2X ⊗ End(E)). (1.1)
A connection is said to be flat if its curvature vanishes; it is then customary to call the pair
(E ,∇)
a flat vector bundle. The difference of any two connections ∇1 and ∇2 on the same vector bundle
E is an OX -linear map and can also be considered as a 1-form with values in the endomorphism
bundle of E through the isomorphisms
HomOX (E ,Ω1X ⊗ E) ∼= HomOX
(OX ,Ω1X ⊗ End(E)) ∼= Γ(X,Ω1X ⊗ End(E)).
On the other hand, a Higgs bundle is a pair
(F , φ) of a vector bundle F together with an
OX -linear map φ : F → Ω1X ⊗F —usually referred to as a Higgs field— satisfying
0 = φ ∧ φ ∈ Γ(X,Ω2X ⊗ End(F)),
where φ∧φ is called the curvature C(φ) of φ in analogy with the case of a connection. Two Higgs
fields φ1 and φ2 on the same vector bundle F also differ by a 1-form with values in End(F).
The nonabelian Hodge theorem [Sim92] (see also [GR14] for a review) establishes an equivalence
between the category of flat vector bundles on X and a certain full subcategory of the category
of Higgs bundles on the same variety. The latter is specified by two conditions on objects:
– The first one is purely topological: the components of the first and second Chern characters
of F along the hyperplane class [H] ∈ H2(X,C) of X (which we refer to as the Chern
numbers of F) should vanish:
ch1(F) · [H]dimX−1 = 0 = ch2(F) · [H]dimX−2
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Equivalently, the first and second Chern classes of F vanish along [H].
– The second condition depends on the holomorphic structure of the underlying vector bundle
as well as on the Higgs field: a Higgs bundle
(F , φ) is said to be semistable if for every
subbundle F ′ ⊂ F preserved by the Higgs field —i.e, such that φ(F ′) ⊆ Ω1X ⊗F ′— we have
µ(F ′) 6 µ(F). Here the slope µ of a vector bundle is defined as the quotient of its degree by
its rank.
The first of these conditions implies the vanishing of the slope of any Higgs bundle in this
subcategory, since ch1(F) · [H]dimX−1 is its degree; the second condition then reduces to saying
that any φ-invariant subbundle of F has non-positive degree.
1.2.2 Twisted connections. The first step towards formulating a twisted version of the nonabelian
Hodge theorem is to determine what a “flat connection” on an an α-twisted vector bundle(E , g) should be. The na¨ıve definition consists of equipping each Ei with a flat connection
∇i : Ei → Ω1Ui⊗Ei in such a way that the following diagram is commutative for every i, j ∈ I:
Ej
∣∣
Uij
Ω1Uj ⊗ Ej
∣∣
Uij
Ei
∣∣
Uij
Ω1Ui ⊗ Ei
∣∣
Uij
∇j
gij gij
∇i
More compactly, ∇i − gij∇j g−1ij = 0.
There is, however, a natural weakening of these requirements that yields a more general and
interesting class of objects: namely, to allow for the locally defined connections to
– differ on double intersections by 1-forms with values in the center of the appropriate
endomorphism bundle, and
– have nonzero central curvature.
This amounts to choosing cochains
ω = {ωij} ∈ Cˇ1(U,Ω1X) and F = {Fi} ∈ Cˇ0(U,Ω2X)
diagonally embedded in Cˇ1
(
U,Ω1X⊗End(E)
)
and Cˇ0
(
U,Ω2X⊗End(E)
)
, respectively, and demanding
the ∇i to satisfy the equations
∇i − gij∇j g−1ij = ωij and C(∇i) = Fi.
Of course we cannot pick ω and F arbitrarily. Rather, there is a set of compatibility conditions
coming from the fact that the ∇i are connections:
ωik = ωij + ωjk − d logαijk on Uijk
Fi − Fj = dωij on Uij
dFi = 0 on Ui
(1.2)
These are precisely the relations needed to make the triple
(
α, ω, F
)
into a Cˇech 2-cocycle in
hypercohomology of the multiplicative de Rham complex of X:
dRGmX :=
[
O×X
d log−−−−→ Ω1X d−−−−→ Ω2X d−−−−→ · · ·
]
. (1.3)
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To fix notation, recall that, given a complex (E•, d) of sheaves on X, its hypercohomology with
respect to a cover U is defined as the cohomology of the total complex of the double complex
...
...
...
Cˇ1(U, E0) Cˇ1(U, E1) Cˇ1(U, E2) · · ·
Cˇ0(U, E0) Cˇ0(U, E1) Cˇ0(U, E2) · · ·
δ −δ δ
d d d
δ −δ δ
d d d
Definition 1.4. A flat U-Gm-gerbe over X is a 2-cocycle
(
α, ω, F
) ∈ Zˇ2(U, dRGmX ).
The category of flat U-Gm-gerbes is again a 2-groupoid, with 1- and 2-morphisms given by Cˇech
1- and 0-cochains, respectively. The corresponding cover-independent concept is that of a flat
Gm-gerbe (Definition 3.6).
The notions of flat U-Gm-gerbes and flat Gm-gerbes have appeared in similar form in the literature
before under the names of Dixmier-Douady sheaves of groupoids with connective structure and
curving [Bry08], bundle gerbes with connection and curvature [Mur96], and gerbs with 0- and
1-connection [Cha98]. Our approach in this introduction is similar to that of the last reference,
while the point of view in the remainder is closer in spirit to the first two.
Definition 1.5. A basic vector bundle on a flat U-Gm-gerbe
(
α, ω, F
)
over X is a collection(E ,∇, g) consisting of an α-twisted vector bundle (E , g) on X together with connections ∇i on
Ei satisfying the equations
∇i − gij∇j g−1ij = ωij and C(∇i) = Fi.
Having fixed a flat U-Gm-gerbe
(
α, ω, F
)
, we can consider the groupoid of basic vector bundles
on it. Its morphisms are given by those isomorphisms of the underlying α-twisted vector bundles
that commute with the connections. A straightforward computation shows that an element of
Cˇ1
(
U,dRGmX
)
giving an equivalence between two flat U-Gm-gerbes also provides an equivalence of
their respective categories of basic vector bundles. Arguing as in [Ca˘l00], it is possible to prove
that refining the cover U does not affect this category up to equivalence.
If the cocycle α is composed of locally constant functions —so that d logα = 0—, the equations
(1.2) satisfied by the 1- and 2-form parts of a flat U-Gm-gerbe do not involve α. In this case, we
can separate the data of a flat U-Gm-gerbe into the bare U-Gm-gerbe α and the pair
(
ω, F
)
. The
latter, which defines a class in Hˇ1(U,Ω1X → Ω2,clX ), gives rise to a sheaf of twisted differential
operators (TDOs) on X in the sense of Be˘ılinson and Bernstein [BB93], and basic vector bundles
on
(
α, ω, F
)
can then be described as α-twisted vector bundles equipped with an action of this
sheaf of TDOs.
The fact that α is n-torsion (remember §1.1.3) implies that we can always choose a representing
cocycle α that is indeed locally constant. Not only that, but, given a flat U-Gm-gerbe, we can
always find an equivalent one for which the part in Zˇ2(U,O×X) is locally constant. Hence, we can
realize basic vector bundles on a flat U-Gm-gerbe as twisted vector bundles with an action of a
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sheaf of TDOs. In fact, more is true: the class of
(
ω, F
)
in hypercohomology (equivalently, the
sheaf of TDOs it yields) must also be n-torsion.
There is yet one more thing that carries over from the case of bare twisted vector bundles of §1.1:
projectivizing kills all central data, and so a basic vector bundle of rank n on a flat U-Gm-gerbe
yields a Pn−1-bundle with flat connection on X.
1.2.3 Twisted Higgs fields. After the discussion above, it is clear how we should proceed on the
Higgs bundle side. Given an α′-twisted vector bundle,
(E ′, g′), pick cochains
ω′ = {ω′ij} ∈ Cˇ1(U,Ω1X) and F ′ = {F ′i} ∈ Cˇ0(U,Ω2X),
equip each E ′i with a Higgs field, φi, and require that they fulfill the equations
φi − g′ijφj (g′ij)−1 = ω′ij and C(φi) = F ′i .
The compatibility conditions in this case are
ω′ik = ω
′
ij + ω
′
jk on Uijk
F ′i = F
′
j on Uij
which say that the triple
(
α′, ω′, F ′
)
assembles into a Cˇech 2-cocycle in hypercohomology of the
multiplicative Dolbeault complex:
DolGmX :=
[
O×X
0−−−−→ Ω1X 0−−−−→ Ω2X 0−−−−→ · · ·
]
.
The following parallel Definitions 1.4 and 1.5, and the comments below those about the correspond-
ing categories apply verbatim, as well as our recurring remarks about torsion and projectivization
(cf. §1.1.3)
Definition 1.6. A Higgs U-Gm-gerbe over X is a 2-cocycle
(
α′, ω′, F ′
) ∈ Zˇ2(U,DolGmX ).
Definition 1.7. A basic vector bundle on a Higgs U-Gm-gerbe
(
α′, ω′, F ′
)
over X is a collection(E ′, φ, g′) consisting of an α′-twisted vector bundle (E ′, g′) on X together with Higgs fields φi on
E ′i satisfying the equations
φi − g′ijφj (g′ij)−1 = ω′ij and C(φi) = F ′i .
1.2.4 The nonabelian Hodge correspondence for twisted vector bundles. We are finally in a
position to state a (weak) form of the first main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 1.8. Let
(
α, ω, F
)
be a flat U-Gm-gerbe over X. Then there is a Higgs U-Gm-gerbe,(
α′, ω′, F ′
)
, over X for which there is a fully faithful functor{
Basic vector bundles of rank n
on
(
α, ω, F
) } ↪−→ {Basic vector bundles of rank n
on
(
α′, ω′, F ′
) }
Conversely, given a Higgs U-Gm-gerbe,
(
α′, ω′, F ′
)
, there exists a flat U-Gm-gerbe,
(
α, ω, F
)
, for
which the same conclusion holds.
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1.3 Groups other then GLn
1.3.1 The (classical) nonabelian Hodge theorem for torsors. Let G be a linear algebraic group
over C, viewed either as a group scheme in the e´tale topology or as complex Lie group, and denote
g = LieG.
Let P → X be an G-torsor5 on X. Denote by R : P ×G→ P the canonical right action of G on
P , and by Rg : P → P (g ∈ G) and Rp : G→ P (p ∈ P ) the obvious restrictions. A connection
on P → X is a global section η ∈ H0(P,Ω1P ⊗ g) satisfying the following two conditions:
– (Ad-equivariance) under right multiplication by G, the connection form η transforms via
the adjoint representation of G on g, i.e., (Rg)
∗η = Adg−1(η) for every g ∈ G; and
– for every p ∈ P , the pullback (Rp)∗η coincides with the Maurer–Cartan form of G.
The difference between two connections, η1 and η2, is, evidently, a global section of the same
bundle, while the curvature of a connection η is defined through the Cartan formula:
C(η) = dη +
1
2
[η, η] ∈ H0(P,Ω2P ⊗ g),
where [−,−] is the symmetric bilinear product consisting of the Lie bracket on g and the wedge
product of one-forms. A G-torsor equipped with a connection of vanishing curvature is called
flat.
On the surface, this seems different than the case of vector bundles: here the relevant forms live
on the total space of the torsor rather than on the base. However, they are of a very special kind:
both η1 − η2 and C(η) are Ad-equivariant and horizontal —that is, their pullbacks by Rp vanish
for every p ∈ P . Forms on P satisfying these two conditions are called tensorial6, and are in one-
to-one correspondence with forms on X with values in the adjoint bundle AdP = P ×Ad g→ X.
We shall henceforth make no notational distinction between forms on X with values in AdP and
their corresponding forms on P with values in g.
A Higgs G-torsor is a G-torsor Q→ X equipped with a global section φ ∈ H0(X,Ω1X ⊗AdQ).
The curvature C(φ) of φ is defined as [φ, φ] ∈ H0(X,Ω2X ⊗ AdQ). Differences between Higgs
fields also belong to H0(X,Ω1 ⊗AdQ).
A version of the nonabelian Hodge theorem for G-torsors follows formally from that of vector
bundles and Tannakian considerations [Sim92, §6]. Roughly, a linear representation ρ : G→ EndV
determines a pair of functors mapping flat G-torsors (resp., Higgs G-torsors) to flat bundles
(resp., Higgs bundles) —at the level of the underlying, bare torsors, this is just the associated
bundle construction. A Higgs G-torsor is said to be semistable and to have vanishing Chern
numbers if so does the Higgs bundle associated to it by any representation of G. We then have an
equivalence between the category of flat G-torsors on X, on the one hand, and that of semistable
Higgs G-torsors with vanishing Chern numbers on the other.
5Going forward we will often use the same letter for denoting a linear algebraic group over C and the sheaf on X
obtained by pullback. The reader should use the second interpretation in order to bring our use of the term torsor
in line with the usual definition in algebraic geometry. As an example of future appearances of this convention, we
write Gm-gerbes for what some authors (e.g., [DP08]) call O×X -gerbes.
6The term basic is also in use in the literature, but it conflicts with our use of that word.
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1.3.2 The nonabelian Hodge correspondence for twisted torsors. Let H be a linear algebraic
group over C, and A ⊂ H a closed central subgroup7. As in §1.1, we view them either as group
schemes in the e´tale topology, or as complex Lie groups endowed with their analytic topology. In
both cases, the quotient K = H/A is again a linear algebraic group over C (see §4.2.1). Denote
by h, a and k the Lie algebras of H, A and K, respectively.
Since A is central in H, so is a in h. The adjoint bundle of any H-torsor thus contains the trivial
vector bundle with fiber a as a subbundle. In particular, we can consider forms on the base with
values in a as Ad-equivariant, horizontal forms on the total space of the H-torsor.
We now state the obvious generalizations of Definitions 1.2–1.7 without further comment.
Definition 1.9 (cf. Definition 1.2). A U-A-gerbe over X is a 2-cocycle α ∈ Zˇ2(U, A).
Definition 1.10 (cf. Definition 1.3). A basic H-torsor on a U-A-gerbe α over X is a collection(
P = {Pi}i∈I , h = {hij}i,j∈I
)
of H-torsors Pi on Ui, together with isomorphisms hij : Pj |Uij → Pi|Uij satisfying hii = idPi ,
hij = h
−1
ji , and the α-twisted cocycle condition,
hijhjkhki = αijk idPi ,
on Uijk for any i, j, k ∈ I. In parallel with the case of the GLn, we also use the term α-twisted
H-torsor on X (cf. Definition 1.1).
Definition 1.11 (cf. Definition 1.4). A flat U-A-gerbe over X is the datum of a 2-cocycle(
α, ω, F
) ∈ Zˇ2(U,dRAX), where
dRAX :=
[
A
a 7→ a−1da−−−−−−−−→ Ω1X ⊗ a d−−−−→ Ω2X ⊗ a d−−−−→ · · ·
]
.
is the A-de Rham complex of X.
The map that we denoted a 7→ a−1da above is perhaps most clearly expressed in differential-
geometric terms: it sends a local section a : U → A to the 1-form with values in a whose value at
x ∈ U corresponds to
TxX
Ta−−−→ Ta(x)A
(La−1(x))∗−−−−−−−−→ TeA ∼= a.
For A = Gm it is just the logarithmic exterior derivative of (1.3), while for A = Ga it reduces to
the usual exterior derivative.
Definition 1.12 (cf. Definition 1.5). A basic H-torsor on a flat U-A-gerbe
(
α, ω, F
)
over X is a
collection
(
P , η, h
)
consisting of a basic H-torsor
(
P , h
)
on α together with connections ηi on Pi
satisfying the equations
ηi − hijηj h−1ij = ωij and C(ηi) = Fi.
Definition 1.13 (cf. Definition 1.6). A Higgs U-A-gerbe over X is the datum of a 2-cocycle
7Nothing is lost by assuming that A is, in fact, the whole center of H.
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α′, ω′, F ′
) ∈ Zˇ2(U,DolAX), where
DolAX :=
[
A
0−−−−→ Ω1X ⊗ a 0−−−−→ Ω2X ⊗ a 0−−−−→ · · ·
]
.
is the A-Dolbeault complex of X.
Definition 1.14 (cf. Definition 1.7). A basic H-torsor on a Higgs U-A-gerbe
(
α′, ω′, F ′
)
over X
is a collection
(
P ′, φ, h′
)
consisting of a basic H-torsor
(
P ′, h′
)
on α together with Higgs fields φi
on P ′i satisfying the equations
φi − h′ijφj (h′ij)−1 = ω′ij and C(φi) = F ′i .
With these definitions, it is easy to write down the analogue of Theorem 1.8 for twisted H-torsors.
Its validity, however, is constrained by two conditions on the group H. The first one is that H be
connected (this is a technical condition: see Remark 4.5). In the algebraic category, we also need
to impose that K be reductive (see §3.4). Subject to these, we have the following statement.
Theorem 1.15. Let
(
α, ω, F
)
be a flat U-A-gerbe over X. Then there is a Higgs U-A-gerbe,(
α′, ω′, F ′
)
, over X for which there is a fully faithful functor{
Basic H-torsors
on
(
α, ω, F
) } ↪−→ {Basic H-torsors
on
(
α′, ω′, F ′
) }
Conversely, given a Higgs U-A-gerbe,
(
α′, ω′, F ′
)
, there exists a flat U-A-gerbe,
(
α, ω, F
)
, for
which the same conclusion holds.
1.4 Outlook
1.4.1 For all that Theorems 1.8 and 1.15 do offer twisted versions of the nonabelian Hodge
theorem, they are not without several important shortcomings.
– The most obvious one is that they are stated in terms of choices, not only of a cover U of X,
but also of explicit representatives for all of the objects involved. It is possible —though
rather laborious and utterly unilluminating— to show by brute force that the statements
are indeed independent of such choices. However, their explicit dependence becomes truly
problematic when trying to provide proofs based on the classical nonabelian Hodge theorem,
for the latter requires the compactness assumption on the base manifold; that is, we cannot
just break up these twisted correspondences into local pieces.
– Somewhat related is the issue of characterizing the essential image of the functors: in these
local formulations, it is unclear how to do so. Once again, the only hope comes from trying
to use Simpson’s theorem.
– On a different note, the decision to allow the locally defined connections and Higgs fields
to have central curvature and to differ by something central on double intersections seems
arbitrary at best.
A significant portion of our proofs of Theorems 1.8 and 1.15 consists of finding manifestly cover-
and cocycle-independent versions of them (Theorems 4.1 and 4.6) that not only rid us of choices
but also reveal the naturality of considering central twistings.
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1.4.2 Organization of this paper. In §2.1 we look at a particular class of (1-)stacks : A-banded
gerbes. These provide a geometric realization of degree 2 cohomology classes with values in A, and
twisted H-torsors on their base can be thought of as honest H-torsors on them (see §2.2).
The setting of classical (1-)stacks [DM69] is, however, not enough for our purposes. The main
limitation of the definition of A-banded gerbes in §2.1 is that it still depends on the existence of
a cover of the base. As such, it does not work over nongeometric bases —which we need in order
to define flat and Higgs gerbes. The existence of a classifying (2-)stack for A-banded gerbes in
the theory of principal ∞-bundles [NSS12a] of §2.3 overcomes this difficulty while providing us
with a host of powerful techniques that enable us to reduce statements about twisted torsors to
simpler ones about untwisted torsors and gerbes.
After a technical interlude (§3.1), we recall (§3.2) the theory of the de Rham construction [ST97]
from the perspective of ∞-stacks. In §3.3 we restate Simpson’s nonabelian Hodge theorem in this
language, and reinterpret some classical abelian Hodge theory results as a Hodge correspondence
for gerbes. The passage between the algebraic and the analytic worlds is the object of §3.4.
In §4.1 we go back to the original case of twisted vector bundles, now seen in the light of all the
tools developed in previous sections. The failure of the obvious strategy of proof —as well as how
it needs to be modified— is already visible in this simplest example. After explaining in what
generality we hope to be able to prove our result and why (§4.2), we take a step back and collect
together the exact statements we will prove in §5, as well as the assumptions they rely on.
1.4.3 An important remark about topologies. At the beginning of this introduction we mentioned
that we work either in the analytic or the e´tale topologies. More precisely, throughout this paper
we consider sheaves, stacks and ∞-stacks over any one of the following Grothendieck sites:
– (AffC, e´t): the category of affine complex schemes equipped with the e´tale topology, or
– (An, e´t): the site of complex analytic spaces endowed with the topology in which covers
are jointly surjective collections of local isomorphisms —also known as the analytic e´tale
topology.
In a couple of sections (§3.2 and §3.4) we also need the auxiliary site
– (AffC,ft, e´t): the full subsite of (AffC, e´t) consisting of affine schemes of finite type over SpecC
with the induced topology.
Many of our arguments are of a homotopical character: they deal with the formal structure of
the ∞-topoi in which the objects involved live in. As such, they are rather topology-agnostic:
about the only fact that is explicitly dependent on the sites detailed above is that
1→ A→ H → K → 1
is a short exact sequence of (0-truncated ∞-)group objects, with A ⊂ Z(H) (see §4.2.1) —a fact
we already mentioned at the beginning of §1.3.
The reader should keep in mind that all of our arguments and results are to be understood to
hold in both topologies of interest unless otherwise stated. In particular, §2, §4.1 and §5 are
deliberately vague, while §3, §4.2 and §4.3 are explicit in the choice of topology.
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2. Geometrizing twisted torsors
2.1 Gerbes
Definition 2.1 [Gir71]. Let Y be a (1-)stack over X. We say that Y is a gerbe over X if it is
locally nonempty and locally connected.
The first of these conditions means that there exists an open cover {Ui → X}i∈I of X such that
the canonical maps Y×X Ui → Ui all have global sections, while the second one ensures that we
can choose said cover such that the groupoid of global sections of each Y×X Ui → Ui contains a
single isomorphism class.
Definition 2.2 [Gir71, Bre90]. Let G be a linear algebraic group over C, and Y be a (1-)stack
over X. We say that Y is a G-gerbe over X if it is locally isomorphic to BG×X.
Equivalently, we have Y×X Ui ' BG× Ui over Ui for each i ∈ I in a suitable cover. As a sanity
check, note that a G-gerbe is a gerbe.
The attentive reader might have noticed that the concept of a G-gerbe bears a striking similarity
to that of a fiber bundle, only now both the fiber, BG, and the structure group, Aut(BG), are
bona fide stacks —rather than 0-truncated objects. We will formalize this thought in §2.3 using
the notion of ∞-bundles [NSS12a].
However, we can manage with the theory of crossed modules [Whi46] to prove that G-gerbes
are classified by H1(X,Aut(BG)) [Bre90]. Here the automorphism stack of BG —which goes
also by the name of the automorphism 2-group of G [BL04]— is represented by the crossed
module G→ Aut(G), and H1 refers to crossed module cohomology. The exact sequence of crossed
modules,
1 −→
[
G→ Inn(G)
]
−→
[
G→ Aut(G)
]
−→
[
1→ Out(G)
]
−→ 1, (2.1)
induces an exact sequence of pointed sets,
H1(X,G→ Inn(G)) −→ H1(X,G→ Aut(G)) β−−→ H1(X,Out(G)). (2.2)
Given a G-gerbe Y over X, the Out(G)-torsor classified by β([Y]) is called the G-band of Y.
Definition 2.3. A G-gerbe over X is called a G-banded gerbe if its G-band is the trivial
Out(G)-torsor on X.
In case G = A is abelian, the diagram (2.1) simplifies to
1 −→
[
A→ 1
]
−→
[
A→ Aut(A)
]
−→
[
1→ Aut(A)
]
−→ 1
and the sequence (2.2) yields
0 −→ H2(X,A) −→ H1(X,A→ Aut(A)) β−−→ H1(X,Aut(A)).
Proposition 2.4. A-banded gerbes over X are classified by H2(X,A).
In the remainder we will only deal with A-banded gerbes, so we will abuse terminology and call
them simply A-gerbes, or even just gerbes if the group A is clear from the context.
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2.2 Torsors on gerbes
2.2.1 Presentations of gerbes. We briefly recall here a presentation of A-gerbes by gluings of the
local pieces BA × Ui. Much of the material and the notation in this section is borrowed from
[DP08], which the reader is encouraged to consult for an extended exposition.
Given a class α ∈ H2(X,A), denote by αX the A-gerbe that it classifies8. With the choice of a
cover U = {Ui → X}i∈I of X and a representing cocycle α = {αijk}i,j,k∈I ∈ Zˇ2(U, A), we have
compatible groupoid presentations of X,(
R :=
⊔
i,j∈I Uij U :=
⊔
i∈I Ui
s
t ,m, i, e
)
, (2.3)
and of αX, (
R :=
⊔
i,j∈I Uij ×A U =
⊔
i∈I Ui
s
t ,m, i, e
)
. (2.4)
The maps in (2.3) are the obvious ones. Those in the presentation (2.4) of αX are as follows.
– The source and target morphisms come from those of (2.3) and the canonical projection
pi : R→ R as s = s ◦ pi and t = t ◦ pi.
– The identity and the inverse are given by
U R
(x, i) ((x, i, i), 1A)
e
R R
((x, i, j), a) ((x, j, i), a−1)
i
– Finally, the multiplication m is the one encoding the class of the gerbe:
R×t,U,s R R
((x, i, j), a)× ((x, j, k), b) ((x, i, k), αijk(x)ab)
m
We denote by p1 and p2 the canonical projections R ×t,U,s R ⇒ R onto the first and second
factors, respectively.
2.2.2 Given the groupoid presentation (2.4) of αX, descent theory tells us that an H-torsor
on αX is given by an H-torsor P → U together with an isomorphism j : t∗P −→ s∗P rendering
8More precisely, take αX to be any A-gerbe whose equivalence class is given by α.
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commutative the following diagram:
p∗1s∗P p∗1t∗P
p∗2s∗P
p∗2t∗Pm∗t∗P
m∗s∗P
p∗1j
p∗2jm∗j
(2.5)
The map j breaks up into a collection of isomorphisms of H-torsors:{
hij : t
∗P
∣∣
Uij×A −→ s
∗P
∣∣
Uij×A
}
i,j∈I
These induce isomorphisms hij(x, a) of the fiber H over each point (x, a) of the base Uij × A
commuting with the tautological right action of H on itself; that is to say, each hij(x, a) acts as
left multiplication by an element of H. In terms of these the cocycle condition (2.5) results in the
equation
hij(x, a)hjk(x, b) = hik(x, αijk(x)ab) (2.6)
for x ∈ Uijk.
Though the H-torsors s∗P = pi∗s∗P and t∗P = pi∗t∗P obviously descend to R, there is in general
no hope for j to do so too unless we impose some additional constraint on it. Since we are
performing descent along the A-torsor pi : R→ R, it is clear that we need to equip s∗P and t∗P
with A-equivariant structures —lifts of the A-action on R to the total spaces of these torsors—
and ask for j to be equivariant with respect to them. There are two natural choices for such a
lift coming from the trivial and tautological maps from A to H. Indeed, since s∗P and t∗P are
H-torsors, they come equipped with a right action of H preserving the fibers of their respective
projections to R. Composing this action with the two maps above yields fiberwise actions of A on
s∗P and t∗P , respectively. Collating these with the A-action on the base R yields the required
A-equivariant structures on these torsors.
Definition 2.5. We say that an H-torsor (P, j) on αX is basic if j is A-equivariant for the
trivial and tautological A-equivariant structures on t∗P and s∗P , respectively.
With this choice of A-equivariant structures, j is equivariant if
hij(x, a)b = hij(x, ab).
Defining {
hij : t
∗P
∣∣
Uij
−→ s∗P ∣∣
Uij
}
i,j∈I
by hij(x) := hij(x, 1) (this abuse of notation should not cause any confusion), equation (2.6) is
equivalent to hijhjk = αijkhik, which, in turn, implies —and is implied by— the conditions
hii = 1, hij = h
−1
ji , and hijhjkhki = αijk. (2.7)
The following statement is now clear.
Proposition 2.6. The category of α-twisted H-torsors on X is equivalent to the category of
basic H-torsors on the A-gerbe αX.
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2.2.3 Obstruction gerbes. Given a K-torsor Q→ X we can ask whether there exists an H-torsor
giving rise to it through the obvious map in the long exact sequence of cohomology
H1(X,A) −→ H1(X,H) −→ H1(X,K) obA−−−−→ H2(X,A). (2.8)
It is clear that a necessary and sufficient condition is for the A-gerbe classified by obA([Q→ X])
to be trivial; i.e., globally equivalent to BA×X. We call the latter the obstruction A-gerbe of the
K-torsor Q→ X. If it is not trivial, we can only lift Q→ X to an ob([Q→ X])-twisted H-torsor
on X —this is the reason why some authors prefer the term lifting gerbe.
To show this, choose a cover U = {Ui → X}i∈I of X that trivializes Q→ X, so that the K-torsor is
specified solely by the transition functions k = {kij}i,j∈I ∈ Zˇ1(U,K). Over each Ui, our K-torsor
is trivial and hence liftable to the trivial H-torsor on Ui. Over each double intersection Uij we
can lift the transition function kij to an element hij ∈ Γ(Uij , H). But in general we cannot make
h = {hij} ∈ Cˇ1(U, H) into a 1-cocycle; rather,
a =
{
aijk := hijhjkhki
}
i,j,k∈I
∈ Zˇ2(U, A)
provides a representative for the class of the obstruction gerbe of Q→ X. Different choices of
lifts hij produce different representatives for the class [a] ∈ Hˇ2(U, A).
On the other hand, notice (cf. §1.1.3) that an α-twisted H-torsor S → X induces an untwisted
K-torsor on X by change of fiber: namely, S ×H K → X.
2.3 Gerbes as principal ∞-bundles
2.3.1 In this section, we up the homotopical ante and place ourselves squarely in the world of∞-
topoi (in essence,∞-categories of∞-stacks on some Grothendieck site). The reader unfamiliar with
these objects is strongly encouraged to peruse the literature before continuing. For ∞-categories
and ∞-topoi, the canonical reference has come to be [Lur09] (the point of view of [TV05, TV08]
might be more appealing to algebraic geometers, but we stick with Lurie’s terminology). Those
wanting an introduction to ∞-categories instead of an encyclopedic treatise can read [Gro10].
A short account, particularly tailored to our purposes, of what an ∞-topos is can be found in
[NSS12a], where the notion of a principal ∞-bundle first appeared.
One of the most important insights of [NSS12a] is that the classical notion of principal bundle
find its most natural home in the context of ∞-topoi. The classical definition requires not only
an action of the structure group on the total space of the bundle, but also the freeness of said
action and a local triviality condition. The authors of loc.cit. explain how this freeness condition
is an artifice: it is only necessary if we insist on the base of the bundle being a space —that
is, a 0-truncated object of the appropriate ∞-topos. The local triviality, on the other hand, is
tautological when understood in a generalized sense that is natural from the point of view of
∞-topoi —the magic words here being effective epimorphism.
But once we are willing to accept stacks as bases for these bundles, we should also admit them as
total spaces, and even as structure groups.
Definition 2.7 [NSS12a, Definition 3.4]. Let H be an ∞-topos, G an ∞-group object in it, and
X ∈ H. A G-principal ∞-bundle over X is an object (P → X) ∈ H/X equipped with a G-action
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such that P → X exhibits the quotient X ' P//G.
The ∞-category of G-principal ∞-bundles over X is, in fact, an ∞-groupoid, denoted GBund(X).
The following result states that the delooping BG of G classifies these objects.
Theorem 2.8 [NSS12a, Theorem 3.19]. For all X ∈ H and every ∞-group G, there is a natural
equivalence of ∞-groupoids
GBund(X) 'MapH(X,BG)
which, on vertices, maps a bundle P → X to a morphism X → BG (its classifying morphism,
denoted [P → X]) for which P → X → BG is a fiber sequence.
Although they do not make it explicit, the authors of [NSS12a] do define the ∞-category GBund
of G-principal ∞-bundles over arbitrary bases. Morphisms between G-principal ∞-bundles over
different bases are defined in the obvious way: if f ∈MapH(X,Y ), and P → X and Q→ Y are
G-principal ∞-bundles over X and Y , respectively, we can pull back Q → Y to X by f , and
consider morphisms over X between P → X and Q×hY,f X → X.
Corollary 2.9. For every ∞-group G, there is a natural equivalence of ∞-categories
GBund ' H/BG
The description of mapping spaces in overcategories of [Lur09, Lemma 5.5.5.12] then yields the
following characterization of the mapping spaces in GBund.
Lemma 2.10. For G an ∞-group, and any two G-principal ∞-bundles P → X and Q→ Y , there
are natural equivalences of ∞-groupoids
MapGBund
(
P → X,Q→ Y ) 'MapH/BG([P → X], [Q→ Y ])
' lim

∗
MapH
(
X,Y
)
MapH
(
X,BG
)[P → X][Q→ Y ] ◦ −

To simplify notation, we write Map(−,−) for the mapping space MapH(−,−) whenever the
∞-topos H is clear from the context. We also denote a G-principal ∞-bundle by its total space
whenever no confusion could arise about what the G-action is, and use MapG(−,−) for the
mapping space MapGBund(−,−). In these terms, the conclusion of Lemma 2.10 reads
MapG
(
P,Q
) ' lim

∗
Map
(
X,Y
)
Map
(
X,BG
)[P ][Q] ◦ −

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This last bit of notation is meant to evoque the classical case, in direct analogy of which we refer
to the elements of MapG
(
P,Q
)
as G-equivariant morphisms between P and Q.
2.3.2 In the case that occupies us, an abelian algebraic group A gives rise (by delooping)
to an ∞-group object both in the ∞-topos of complex-analytic ∞-stacks, and in that of e´tale
∞-stacks9: the classifying stack BA of A-torsors —the group operation being given by convolution
of A-torsors.
Definition 2.11. An A-gerbe over a stack X is a BA-principal ∞-bundle over X.
This definition generalizes Definition 2.3: it purges it from the choice of a cover of the base, and
thus it works over nongeometric bases too. By Theorem 2.8, the ∞-groupoid of such objects is
given by the mapping space Map
(
X, B2A
)
. The latter is a 2-category, with equivalence classes
given by pi0 Map
(
X, B2A
) ∼= H2(X, A), in accordance with Proposition 2.4. Following the notation
of §2.2.1, we denote by αX the (any) A-gerbe over X classified by α ∈Map
(
X, B2A
)
0
10.
2.3.3 Consider now the exact sequence of sheaves 1→ A→ H → K → 1. It gives rise to a long
fiber sequence of stacks —the Puppe sequence—,
1→ A→ H → K → BA→ BH → BK obA−−−→ B2A,
that exhibits BH, the classifying stack of H-torsors, as an A-gerbe over BK —and induces (2.8)
after passage to cohomology.
Definition 2.12 (cf. Definition 2.5).11 A basic H-torsor on an A-gerbe αX is an H-torsor on αX
whose classifying morphism is BA-equivariant. The category of such objects is the mapping space
MapBA
(
αX, BH
)
A direct application of Lemma 2.10 provides a presentation of this (1-)category as a limit:
MapBA
(
αX, BH
) ' lim

∗
Map
(
X, BK
)
Map
(
X, B2A
)αobA

(2.9)
In words: a basic H-torsor on αX is given by a K-torsor on X together with an equivalence
between the obstruction A-gerbe of the latter and αX (cf. §1.1.3).
A remark is in order: in higher homotopical situations, equivariance is usually extra structure.
In the case of Definition 2.12, however, it is truly just a condition, since both BA and BH are
1-truncated ∞ stacks —in agreement with Definition 2.5.
9At this point, any sensible notion of the ∞-topos of complex-analytic (resp., e´tale) ∞-stacks can be used. In §3.1
we will make a particular choice.
10Sometimes we will abuse language by conflating the two, saying that α itself is an A-gerbe.
11A definition in the same spirit appeared in [SSS12].
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3. Hodge theory
3.1 1-localic ∞-topoi and their hypercompletions
3.1.1 Let (C, τ) be a Grothendieck site admitting finite limits. There are two closely related
variants of the ∞-topos of ∞-stacks over it:
– We denote by St(C, τ)∧ the hypercomplete ∞-topos presented by both the local injective
[Jar87] and local projective [Bla01, Dug01] model structures on the category [Cop, sSet] of
simplicial presheaves on C. These can also be realized as left Bousfield localizations at the
collection of all hypercovers of the global injective and global projective model structures,
respectively, on [Cop, sSet] [DHI04].
– Localizing any of the global model structures at the smaller class of Cˇech hypercovers yields
the so-called 1-localic ∞-topos of ∞-stacks on (C, τ) [Lur09, Definition 6.4.5.8], which we
simply denote by St(C, τ).
From their descriptions as left Bousfield localizations it should come as no surprise that there is a
geometric morphism of ∞-topoi,
St(C, τ)∧ St(C, τ)
,
in which the right adjoint is fully faithful. This exhibits St(C, τ)∧ as a reflective sub-∞-category
of St(C, τ), and is referred to as its hypercompletion (see the discussion above [Lur09, Lemma
6.5.2.9]). Its objects —which are then said to be hypercomplete— can be described as those
∞-stacks that satisfy descent with respect to all hypercovers, as opposed to only with respect to
Cˇech hypercovers. [Lur09, Theorem 6.5.3.12]. This difference between descent and hyperdescent
disappears if we only work with truncated objects —that is, ∞-stacks whose homotopy sheaves
vanish above some finite level—; indeed, these are always hypercomplete [Lur09, Lemma 6.5.2.9].
Notice too that this implies that the 1-topoi of 0-truncated objects of these two ∞-topoi coincide:
they can be realized as (the nerve of) the classical 1-topos of sheaves of sets on (C, τ):
τ60St(C, τ)∧ ' τ60St(C, τ) ' Sh(C, τ).
3.1.2 The key technical advantage of the 1-localic version over its hypercompletion lies in the
fact that geometric morphisms are determined by their 0-truncations. The concrete statement,
letting Fun∗(X,Y) denote the ∞-category of geometric morphisms between two ∞-topoi X and Y
(with the right adjoint mapping X to Y), is the following.
Proposition 3.1 [Lur09, Lemma 6.4.5.6]. For any ∞-topos X, restriction induces an equivalence
Fun∗(X, St(C, τ)) −→ Fun∗(τ60X, τ60St(C, τ)) .
In the succeeding sections, we will encounter several sites together with functors between them
that are classically known to induce geometric morphisms between their associated 1-topoi of
sheaves of sets —they are either continuous or cocontinuous in the terminology of [SGA4I]. We will
then immediately be able to lift this geometric morphisms to the 1-localic ∞-topoi of ∞-stacks
over them.
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The reader that feels more comfortable working in the hypercomplete ∞-topos St(C, τ)∧ can
breathe a sigh of relief knowing that these two ∞-topoi coincide when the 1-topos of their
0-truncated objects has enough points —which is certainly the case for the sites that we examine
below.
3.2 Towards cohesive structures
In this section we recall the theory of the de Rham construction for ∞-stacks of [ST97]. Almost
all of the material is contained in loc.cit.. Perhaps the only novelty resides in the pervasive use of
the language of ∞-categories. On the one hand, this streamlines certains aspects of the theory;
on the other, it allows us to state all of the results at the ∞-categorical level and not only at the
level of their homotopy categories.
3.2.1 Let (C, τ) be any one of the following Grothendieck sites:
– (AffC, e´t): the category of affine complex schemes equipped with the e´tale topology;
– (AffC,ft, e´t): the full subcategory of the above consisting of affine schemes of finite type over
SpecC with the induced topology; or
– (An, e´t): the site of complex analytic spaces endowed with the topology in which covers
are jointly surjective collections of local isomorphisms —also known as the analytic e´tale
topology.
Of course these three sites are intimately related: the first two in the obvious fashion, and the
last two through the analytification functor —of which we will say more in §3.4. In this section
we generically refer to an object in any of these categories as a representable space.
For any of the choices above, let Cred be the full subcategory of C consisting of geometrically
reduced representable spaces —made into a site by giving it the induced topology. The inclusion
functor j possesses a right adjoint, red, that exhibits the first as a coreflective subcategory of the
second:
Cred Cj
red
(3.1)
The usual yoga of functoriality of categories of presheaves [SGA4I, Expose´ I, §5] yields an adjoint
quadruple,
j! a j∗ ∼= red! a j∗ ∼= red∗ a j! := red∗, (3.2)
between the categories [Cop,Set] and [Copred,Set] of presheaves of sets on C and Cred, respectively.
Since both j and red are continuous and cocontinuous [SGA4I, Expose´ III] , these four functors
descend to give another adjoint quadruple of functors, this time between their respective categories
of sheaves of sets. Furthermore, C and Cred both possess finite limits, and hence we can use
Proposition 3.1 to lift the last three functors12 of (3.2) to their 1-localic∞-topoi of∞-stacks:
St(Cred, τ) St(C, τ)j∗
j∗
j!
(3.3)
12Since j does not preserve finite limits, j! does not either and hence the pair j! a j∗ is not a geometric morphism.
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Denote by Red = j ◦ red the idempotent comonad associated to the pair (3.1), which sends a
representable space to its induced reduced representable subspace. The adjoint quadruple (3.2)
induces an adjoint triple
Red! ∼= j! ◦ j∗ a Red∗ ∼= j∗ ◦ j∗ a Red∗ ∼= j∗ ◦ j!
of endofunctors on [Cop,Set]; again, the last two can be lifted all the way to the ∞-level:
St(C, τ) St(C, τ)
(−)dR
δ
(3.4)
where, following the notation of [ST97, Proposition 3.3], we denote the functors Red∗ and Red∗
(at the level of the ∞-topoi) by (−)dR and δ, respectively. The first of these receives the name of
de Rham functor, and the image of an ∞-stack X under it is its de Rham stack, XdR.
The counit Red → id of the comonad Red induces a natural transformation id → (−)dR of
∞-functors. We say that an ∞-stack X is formally smooth if the natural morphism X→ XdR is
an effective epimorphism —that is, if its de Rham stack is (equivalent to) the ∞-colimit of the
Cˇech nerve of X→ XdR. If X is 0-truncated this definition coincides with the classical one, which
is nothing but the infinitesimal lifting property.
3.2.2 Let ∗ denote the terminal category. We can extend (3.1) to a diagram
Cred C
∗
j
red
pired
ired
pi
i
Here pi (resp., pired) is the unique functor to ∗, and its right adjoint i (resp., ired) takes the
unique object of ∗ to the terminal object of C (resp., Cred). The following relations are easy to
check:
pired ◦ red = pi, pi ◦ j = pired, j ◦ ired = i, red ◦ i = ired. (3.5)
As before, we obtain an adjoint quadruple of functors,
pi! a pi∗ ∼= i! a pi∗ ∼= i∗ a pi! := i∗ (3.6)
(resp., pired,! a pi∗red ∼= ired,! a pired,∗ ∼= i∗red a pi!red := ired,∗ ), (3.7)
between the appropriate categories of presheaves of sets. Now, i (resp., ired) is both continuous
and cocontinuous and hence the last three functors in (3.6) (resp., (3.7)) descend to the categories
of sheaves of sets13, and then lift via Proposition 3.1 to the 1-localic ∞-topoi of ∞-stacks. From
its avatar as i∗ (resp., i∗red) it is obvious that pi∗ (resp., pired,∗) is nothing but the canonical functor
of global sections, which we denote by Γ (resp., Γred) following the standard terminology; its
left adjoint, pi∗ (resp., pi∗red), is then the extension to ∞-stacks of the locally constant sheaf
13It is easy to get fooled into thinking that pi (resp., pired) preserves covers. The fact that this is not true stems
from the fact that there are empty representable spaces in C (resp. Cred). I thank Urs Schreiber for clearing my
confusion about this point.
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functor, which we denote by const (resp. constred). All in all, we have the following diagram of
∞-functors:
St(Cred, τ) St(C, τ)
∞Gpd
j∗
const
pi!pi!redconstred
j∗
j!
Γred Γ (3.8)
The equalities (3.5) yield a natural equivalence of geometric morphisms of ∞-topoi,
j∗ ◦ constred ' const a Γ ' Γred ◦ j!, (3.9)
which, together with the counit of the adjunction constred a Γred, implies the existence of a
natural transformation
dis := const ◦ Γ ' j∗ ◦ constred ◦ Γred ◦ j! −→ j∗ ◦ j! ' δ.
from the functor that associates to an ∞-stack the constant ∞-stack on its global sections, to
the right adjoint to de Rham functor. In the case (C, τ) = (An, e´t), the relationship between these
two is extremely simple for stacks that are deloopings of 0-truncated group objects.
Proposition 3.2 [ST97, Proposition 3.3].
(a) For any complex Lie group G, δ(BG) ' B(dis(G)).
(b) For any abelian complex Lie group A, δ(BnA) ' Bn(dis(A)).
3.2.3 Although the functor const (resp., constred) might not have a further left adjoint —and
even if it does, the latter is never induced by pi! (resp., pired,!)— it does preserve finite limits
and hence possesses a pro-left adjoint [SGA4I, Expose´ I, §8.11] known as the fundamental
pro-∞-groupoid functor [Hoy13] (see also [Lur12, Appendix A] and [Sim96b]):
Π∞ : St(C, τ) −→ Pro(∞Gpd) (resp., Π∞red : St(Cred, τ) −→ Pro(∞Gpd) ) .
We will not go further in the study of this functor. Here we simply note that the natural equivalence
(3.9) of geometric morphisms implies a natural equivalence of ∞-functors,
Π∞red ◦ j∗ ' Π∞, (3.10)
that we will use below in a cohomology computation.
3.2.4 We close this section with a comment about its title. Inspired by work of Lawvere
[Law05, Law07] in the context of 1-topoi, Schreiber defines a cohesive ∞-topos [Sch13, §3.4] to
be an ∞-topos H whose global sections geometric morphism extends to a quadruple
H ∞GpdΓ
Π∞
const (3.11)
of adjoint ∞-functors in which both adjoints to Γ are fully faithful ∞-functors, and Π∞ preserves
products. In similar form, this structure already appears in [ST97] and [KR00].
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We have come close to exhibiting our ∞-topoi St(C, τ) as cohesive ∞-topoi. Indeed, we are only
missing that the pro-left adjoint to const should actually land in∞Gpd rather than in Pro(∞Gpd),
and that it preserves finite products. It seems altogether possible that this is true in the analytic
category, for [ST97, §2.16] constructs this functor explicitly at the level of the homotopy category.
It is doubtful, though, that the same holds in the algebraic context, since there Π∞ should encode,
among other things, the e´tale fundamental group, which is often a true pro-algebraic group.
If j! in (3.2) also lifts to the ∞-level, (3.3) realizes what Schreiber calls an infinitesimal cohesive
neighborhood [Sch13, §3.5]. Although we do believe that this should be the case for any and all of
our choices of (C, τ), we do not have a proof of this fact.
3.3 The case of a smooth projective variety
In this section we restrict ourselves to the analytic topology. The algebraic counterpart is the
concern of the next section.
3.3.1 The classical nonabelian Hodge correspondence. For X a smooth projective variety, the
(n+ 1)-simplices of the Cˇech nerve of X → XdR are given by the formal completion of the main
diagonal in X×n. Furthermore, the ∞-colimit of this simplicial object agrees with the ordinary
colimit of its 1-truncation, and so XdR can be simply realized as the quotient of X by the formal
completion of the diagonal in X ×X:
XdR =
[
(X ×X)∧∆ ⇒ X
]
Coherent sheaves over XdR are then easily seen to be the same thing as crystals of coherent sheaves
on X in the sense of Grothendieck [Gro68a]: that is, vector bundles with flat connection.
On the other hand, Higgs bundles can be codified as vector bundles on the so-called Dolbeault
stack of X. The latter is the deformation of XdR to the normal cone, and can be realized as the
quotient of X by the formal completion of the zero section in the total space of its tangent bundle
[Sim97a]:
XDol :=
[
TX∧0 ⇒ X
]
The nonabelian Hodge theorem can be succintly expressed in terms of these stacks.
Theorem 3.3 [Sim92]. For G a linear algebraic group over C, there is an equivalence
Map
(
XdR, BG
) 'Map(XDol, BG)ss,0
3.3.2 Let A be an abelian linear algebraic group over C. The cohomology of XdR (resp., XDol)
with coefficients in A can be expressed in terms of the de Rham (resp., Dolbeault) complex of X
with coefficients in A introduced in Definition 1.11 (resp., Definition 1.13):
dRAX :=
[
A
a 7→ a−1da−−−−−−−−→ Ω1X ⊗ a d−−−−→ Ω2X ⊗ a d−−−−→ · · ·
]
(
resp., DolAX :=
[
A
0−−−−→ Ω1X ⊗ a 0−−−−→ Ω2X ⊗ a 0−−−−→ · · ·
] )
.
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Lemma 3.4. pii Map
(
XdR, B
kA
) ∼= Hk−i(X,dRAX).
Proof. The holomorphic Poincare´ lemma asserts that dRAX is a resolution of the sheaf dis(A).
Using (3.4) and Proposition 3.2, we have
pii Map
(
XdR, B
kA
) ∼= pii Map(X, δ(BkA)) ∼= pii Map(X,Bk(dis(A)))
= Hk−i
(
X,dis(A)
) ∼= Hk−i(X,dRAX).
Lemma 3.5. pii Map
(
XDol, B
kA
) ∼= Hk−i(X,DolAX).
Proof. An abelian linear algebraic group factors as a direct sum of copies of Gm, Ga and a
finite abelian group (see §4.2.1). Since delooping commutes with finite products, it is enough to
check each of these cases separately. For A = Ga the calculation is classical (see, e.g., [Sim97b,
Proposition 3.1]) and we omit the proof.
Let F be a discrete group —a class to which finite groups belong—, so that F ' dis(F ). Since
dis = const ◦ Γ and const has Π∞ as a pro-left adjoint, we have
Map
(
X, BkF
) 'Map(X, constBk(ΓF )) 'Map(Π∞X, Bk(ΓF ));
that is, the cohomology of a stack X with coefficients in F depends only on its fundamental
pro-∞-groupoid. We now claim that
Π∞XDol ' Π∞X, (3.12)
which implies the lemma for A = F .
In order to prove (3.12), we proceed by a series of reductions14. For the first one we observe that
XDol is defined as the quotient of X by TX
∧
0 , and that Π∞ commutes with ∞-colimits. Hence it
is enough to check that
Π∞
(
TX∧0
)×Xm ' Π∞X.
for every m > 1. But TX∧0 is given as the colimit of the infinitesimal neighborhoods TX
[s]
0 of the
zero section in TX, and so we only need to show that
Π∞
(
TX
[s]
0
)×Xm ' Π∞X.
for every m > 1 and s > 1. Now, since both X and
(
TX
[s]
0
)×Xm are representable spaces (in the
terminology of the last section), and Red
(
TX
[s]
0
)×Xm ∼= X, we have
j∗
((
TX
[s]
0
)×Xm) = red((TX [s]0 )×Xm) ∼= red ◦ j ◦ red((TX [s]0 )×Xm) ∼= red(X) = j∗(X)
and (3.10) finishes the proof:
Π∞
(
TX
[s]
0
)×Xm ' Π∞red ◦ j∗ ((TX [s]0 )×Xm) ' Π∞red ◦ j∗(X) ' Π∞X.
Finally, the exponential sequence and the cases of Ga and Z —a discrete group for sure— imply
the statement for A = Gm.
14Pun definitely intended.
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The above computations suggest what our coveted cover- and cocycle-independent versions of
Definitions 1.11 and 1.13 should be.
Definition 3.6. A flat A-gerbe over X is an A-gerbe over XdR.
Definition 3.7. A Higgs A-gerbe over X is an A-gerbe over XDol.
3.3.3 The Hodge correspondence for gerbes. Since the coefficient groups of gerbes are abelian,
we might expect that abelian Hodge theory should relate their flat and Higgs versions. There
is, however, one important restriction —which is, in fact, the only thing that makes the twisted
correspondence we aim to prove non-trivial. Namely, that A cannot contain any algebraic
torus. Indeed, there is no hope of establishing an equivalence between Map
(
XdR, B
2Gm
)
and
Map
(
XDol, B
2Gm
)
or a full subcategory thereof, for the automorphism 1-categories of objects in
these (2-)categories are given by
Ω Map
(
XdR, B
2Gm
) 'Map(XdR, BGm)
and
Ω Map
(
XDol, B
2Gm
) 'Map(XDol, BGm),
respectively. But Theorem 3.3 establishes an equivalence between the first of these and the full
subcategory of the second on the degree zero Higgs Gm-torsors (the semistability condition is
trivial in this case, as is the vanishing of the second rational Chern class: see below). This shows
that any relation between Map
(
XdR, B
2Gm
)
and Map
(
XDol, B
2Gm
)
would have to involve
restrictions not only on objects, but also on 1-morphisms.
Proposition 3.8. Suppose A ∼= G⊕ma ⊕ F , where F is a finite group. Then,
Map
(
XdR, B
2A
) 'Map(XDol, B2A).
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.5, it is enough to show the statement independently for the
cases A = Ga and A = µn. The first follows from abelian Hodge theory, while the second holds
true because µn has trivial Lie algebra, and hence
Map
(
XdR, B
2µn
) 'Map(X,B2µn) 'Map(XDol, B2µn).
3.3.4 Although Proposition 3.8 concerns gerbes, it also contains within itself a statement about
the category of A-torsors on XDol, since the latter appears as the automorphism 1-category of
the distinguished object of Map
(
XDol, B
2A
)
. Namely, that the conditions on semistability and
vanishing of Chern classes of Theorem 3.3 are always satisfied. As we remarked above, this is not
quite so for Gm-torsors on XDol: we do need to impose that they are of degree zero —semistability
follows from it.
Indeed, a Gm-torsor on XDol, L, sends an irreducible representation of Gm —that is, a character—
to a Higgs line bundle, for which the semistability condition is obviously vacuous, as is the
vanishing of the second Chern class. If we require that the first rational Chern class of these line
bundles coming from irreps also vanishes, then L sends an arbitrary representation of Gm to a
direct sum of degree zero Higgs line bundles, which is certainly semistable.
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We can also prove the claim for A = µn and A = Ga without invoking the Hodge correspondence
for gerbes. In the first case we can use the same argument of the last paragraph, complemented
with the observation that the Higgs line bundles we obtain now are torsion, and so their first
rational Chern class vanishes automatically.
For A = Ga the resulting vector bundles are unipotent, and the Higgs fields on them, nilpotent.
These Higgs bundles can hence be written as successive extensions of the trivial line bundle
equipped with the zero Higgs field. We finish by observing that the category of semistable Higgs
bundles with vanishing first and second rational Chern classes is closed under extensions.
3.4 Analytification
The main purpose of this section is to show that the Hodge correspondences —Theorem 3.3 and
Proposition 3.8— also hold in the algebraic setting under appropriate assumptions. Our results
here will allow us to work in §5 without explicit reference to the e´tale or analytic topologies (see
§4.3).
3.4.1 Finiteness conditions on the algebraic side. Let a : AffC,ft ↪→ AffC denote the inclusion
functor of the category of complex affine schemes of finite type into that of all complex affine
schemes. With respect to the e´tale topologies on both sides, a is both continuous and cocontinuous
and preserves finite limits, and hence the triple of adjoint functors a! a a∗ a a∗ between categories
of presheaves of sets descends to their respective categories of sheaves of sets, and ultimately lifts
to their 1-localic ∞-topoi of ∞-stacks via Proposition 3.1:
St(AffC,ft, e´t) St(AffC, e´t)a∗
a∗
a!
An object X ∈ St(AffC, e´t) is said to be almost locally of finite type [Gai11] if it belongs to the
essential image of a!. Because a! preserves ∞-colimits and finite ∞-limits, it is easy to see from
their constructions that the de Rham and Dolbeault stacks of a smooth projective variety do
belong in this subcategory, as is the case for linear algebraic groups over C.
3.4.2 The analytification functor. Given a complex affine scheme of finite type, we can produce
a complex analytic space a` la Serre [Ser56] in a functorial manner. This analytification functor,
an : AffC,ft → AnC, is continuous with respect to the e´tale topologies on both sides and preserves
finite limits; the same procedure we have used several times now produces an adjoint pair
St(AffC,ft, e´t) St(AnC, e´t)an∗
an
The left adjoint, which we have denoted an abusing terminology, is induced by an! and extends
the original analytification functor to all those ∞-stacks on the e´tale site that are almost locally
of finite type.
Given a smooth complex projective variety X, denote by XdR (resp. XDol) its de Rham (resp.
Dolbeault) stack as constructed in the e´tale topology following the recipe of §3.3.1. Considering
X as a complex-analytic space through the analytification functor above, we can also look at its
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de Rham (resp,. Dolbeault) stack, this time constructed in the analytic sense; we temporarily
denote the latter by XandR (resp., X
an
Dol). Because analytification commutes with ∞-colimits and
finite ∞-limits, we have
an(XdR) ' XandR
(
resp., an(XDol) ' XanDol
)
Moreover, if G is a linear algebraic group over C (resp. A is an abelian linear algebraic group
over C), considered as an e´tale scheme, denote by Gan (resp. Aan) its analytification.
The following proposition expresses the fact that the categories we are interested in are the same
in the algebraic and analytic cases, so that Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 3.8 also hold in the e´tale
topology.
Proposition 3.9. For G a reductive linear algebraic group over C, and A ∼= G⊕ma ⊕ F , where F
is a finite group, we have
(i) Map
(
XdR, BG
) 'Map(XandR, BGan)
(ii) Map
(
XDol, BG
) 'Map(XanDol, BGan)
(iii) Map
(
XdR, B
kA
) 'Map(XandR, BkAan)
(iv) Map
(
XDol, B
kA
) 'Map(XanDol, BkAan)
Proof. For a proof of (i), we refer the reader to [Sim96a, Theorem 9.2]. Statement (ii) follows
from Serre’s GAGA [Ser56], which implies that analytic Higgs vector bundles are in fact algebraic.
For the case A = Ga, (iii) follows from the usual comparison theorem of de Rham cohomology
in the algebraic and analytic settings [Gro68a], while (iv) is once again a direct consequence of
GAGA. The comparison theorem between e´tale and analytic cohomology [Mil80, Theorem 3.12]
proves both (iii) and (iv) in case A is a finite abelian group.
4. The twisted correspondence
4.1 Torsion phenomena in the vector bundle case
With all the technical baggage of the last two sections under our belt, we return here to the case
of vector bundles —or, rather, GLn-torsors. Our discussion in this section will serve to illustrate
the chief difficulty in the obvious approach to proving a twisted nonabelian Hodge correspondence
and point out the main idea of the workaround.
4.1.1 Recall that in §1 we defined twisted vector bundles, twisted connections and twisted
Higgs fields in terms of a cover U of our smooth complex projective variety X. We condensed all
of these concepts into a few definitions, that we detail in the following table.
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de Rham side Dolbeault side
Flat U-Gm-gerbe
(Definition 1.4)
Higgs U-Gm-gerbe
(Definition 1.6)
Basic vector bundle on
a flat U-Gm-gerbe
(Definition 1.5)
Basic vector bundle on
a Higgs U-Gm-gerbe
(Definition 1.7)
Our work in the §2 and §3 was aimed at giving cover- and cocycle-independent versions of all of
these definitions. We remarked at the end of §3.3.2 that we had succeeded in doing so for the
objects in the first row of the table above. The appropriate counterparts to the definitions in the
second row are simply given by Definition 2.12 applied to Definitions 3.6 and 3.7.
de Rham side Dolbeault side
Flat Gm-gerbe
(Definition 3.6, A = Gm)
Higgs Gm-gerbe
(Definition 3.7, A = Gm)
Basic GLn-torsor on
a flat Gm-gerbe
(Definition 2.12, A = Gm, H = GLn)
Basic GLn-torsor on
a Higgs Gm-gerbe
(Definition 2.12, A = Gm, H = GLn)
The relation between these two tables is that between Cˇech and sheaf cohomology. Indeed, suppose(
α, ω, F
) ∈ Zˇ2(U,dRGmX ) is a flat U-Gm-gerbe, and let θ ∈Map(XdR, B2Gm)0 be a flat Gm-gerbe.
Then, if the obvious compatibility condition between these two pieces of data —namely, that the
image of
[(
α, ω, F
)] ∈ Hˇ2(U, dRGmX ) in sheaf cohomology coincides with [θ] ∈ H2(X,dRGmX )—,
the category of basic vector bundles on
(
α, ω, F
)
is equivalent to that of basic GLn-torsors on
θ(XdR). Of course, the parallel statement about basic vector bundles on Higgs U-Gm-gerbes and
basic GLn-torsors on Higgs Gm-gerbes also holds.
Theorem 1.8 follows then from what will be the final form of our theorem for the case of vector
bundles.
Theorem 4.1. Let θ ∈Map(XdR, B2Gm)0 be a flat Gm-gerbe over X. Then there is a Higgs
Gm-gerbe over X, θ˜ ∈Map
(
XDol, B
2Gm
)
0
, for which there is an equivalence
MapBGm
(
θ(XdR), BGLn
) 'MapBGm(θ˜(XDol), BGLn)ss
Conversely, given θ˜ ∈Map (XDol, B2Gm)0 we can find θ ∈Map (XdR, B2Gm)0 such that the
same conclusion holds.
The semistability conditions that define the right hand side of this correspondence as a full
subcategory of the category of basic GLn-torsors on θ˜(XDol) are rather difficult to state at this
point. We will build the requisite language in §5.1, and elucidate them in §5.2 (Definitions 5.7
and 5.9).
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4.1.2 Let θ ∈Map(XdR, B2Gm)0 be a flat Gm-gerbe over X, and θ˜ ∈Map(XDol, B2Gm)0 a
Higgs Gm-gerbe over the same variety. According to (2.9), we can express the categories of basic
GLn-torsors on one and the other as limits:
MapBGm
(
θ(XdR), BGLn
) ' lim

∗
Map
(
XdR, BPGLn
)
Map
(
XdR, B
2Gm
)θobGm

MapBGm
(
θ˜
(XDol), BGLn
) ' lim

∗
Map
(
XDol, BPGLn
)
Map
(
XDol, B
2Gm
)θ˜obGm

Notice how, as we mentioned several times in the introduction, a basic GLn-torsor on θ(XdR)
(resp.,
θ˜
(XDol)) determines an honest, untwisted PGLn-torsor on XdR (resp., XDol).
The natural attempt at proving Theorem 4.1 would be to try to relate the terms in one of these
limits to the matching ones in the other in a functorial manner. One of the comparisons is easy:
the classical nonabelian Hodge correspondence (Theorem 3.3) provides an equivalence
Map
(
XdR, BPGLn
) 'Map(XDol, BPGLn)ss,0
between the category of flat PGLn-torsors on X and the full subcategory of the category of Higgs
PGLn-torsors on X on the semistable objects with vanishing Chern numbers —this is, in fact, one
of the two stability conditions we will need to impose on the Dolbeault side of our correspondence.
However, as we saw in §3.3.3, the Hodge correspondence fails for Gm-gerbes.
Observe, though, that the above presentation of MapBGm
(
θ˜
(XDol), BGLn
)
as a limit implies
that automorphisms of Map
(
XDol, B
2Gm
)
enter into it at the level of objects: restricting these
would then be a restriction on objects of the category of basic GLn-torsors on θ˜(XDol), and so
the hope for the existence of a twisted nonabelian Hodge correspondence is not all lost.
4.1.3 It is the torsion phenomena that we referred to in the introduction that allows us to
bypass this difficulty; they all stem from the fact that the determinant map det : GLn → Gm is
a surjective group homomorphism that remains surjective when restricted to its center. These
surjectivity properties allow us to write the following commutative diagram of linear algebraic
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groups and homomorphisms with exact rows and columns:
1 1
1 µn SLn PGLn 1
1 Gm GLn PGLn 1
Gm Gm
1 1
(−)n det
(4.1)
From the Puppe sequences associated to the exact sequences above, we deduce a diagram of
∞-stacks, in which the rows and the column are fiber sequences:
BSLn BPGLn B2µn
BGLn BPGLn B2Gm
B2Gm
obµn
obµnGm
obGm
(−)n
(4.2)
The second named horizontal map is the universal obstruction Gm-gerbe for PGLn-torsors, in
the sense that, for every ∞-stack X, it induces the map that associates to a PGLn-torsor on X
its obstruction Gm-gerbe (see §2.2.3). The fact that this map factors through B2µn shows that
the nth-power of the obstruction Gm-gerbe of a PGLn-torsor is always trivializable.
Lemma 4.2. Let α ∈Map(X, B2Gm)0 be a Gm-gerbe over an ∞-stack X. Then, the category of
basic GLn-torsors on αX is empty unless α
n is a trivializable Gm-gerbe.
Proof. If αn is not trivializable, the image of the two morphisms into Map
(
X, B2Gm
)
in
MapBGm
(
αX, BGLn
) ' lim

∗
Map
(
X, BPGLn
)
Map
(
X, B2Gm
)αobGm

land in different connected components.
This provides a uniform explanation for all the occurrences of torsion in the introduction, from
that of the bare, underlying Gm-gerbe to that of the twisted connections and twisted Higgs fields.
It also suggests how we might get around the fact that the Hodge correspondence does not hold
for Gm-gerbes: by using that it does for µn-gerbes. Indeed, lifting θ ∈Map
(
XdR, B
2Gm
)
0
(resp.,
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θ˜ ∈Map (XDol, B2Gm)0) to a µn-gerbe θ′ ∈Map(XdR, B2µn)0 (resp., θ˜′ ∈Map (XDol, B2µm)0),
the approach of §4.1.2 establishes an equivalence between
lim

∗
Map
(
XdR, BPGLn
)
Map
(
XdR, B
2µm
)θ′obµm

and a subcategory of
lim

∗
Map
(
XDol, BPGLn
)
Map
(
XDol, B
2µm
)θ˜′obµm

It is now a matter of
– studying the set of possible liftings, and
– establishing the relationship between these limits and that those defining the categories
MapBGm
(
θ(XdR), BGLn
)
and MapBGm
(
θ˜
(XDol), BGLn
)
.
Before doing this in §5, we investigate how to generalize (4.1) to groups other than GLn.
4.2 A digression on algebraic groups
4.2.1 In this section we deal with linear (equivalently, affine) algebraic groups over C. Their
theory, as worked out in, e.g., [DG70], regards them as sheaves on the big fppf site of SpecC. Our
first observation says that we can lift the whole theory to the e´tale topology.
Lemma 4.3. Let G be a linear algebraic group over C, and N a closed normal subgroup. Then,
(i) N is a linear algebraic group,
(ii) the fppf quotient G/N is representable by a linear algebraic group, and
(iii) the fppf quotient G/N is also a quotient in the e´tale topology.
Proof. The first statement is obvious, since a closed subscheme of an affine scheme is affine. The
second is [DG70, III, §3, 5.6]. To prove the third one, notice that the quotient map G→ G/N is
an fppf morphism [DG70, III, §3, 2.5 a)] with smooth fibers —all of them are isomorphic to N ,
which is smooth by a theorem of Cartier’s [DG70, II, §6, 1.1 a)]—, hence smooth; and smooth
morphisms have sections e´tale-locally.
Should we want to stay on the algebraic —by which of course we mean e´tale— side, the preceding
lemma is all we need. If, however, we want to work in the analytic topology, we have to take one
more step and use the analytification functor of §3.4. But because the latter is exact and all of our
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constructions rely only on finite limits and colimits, the statements we use from their structure
theory —for which we refer to [Bor91] (see also [Mil12a, Mil12b])— come through without any
problem.
4.2.2 Let H be a connected linear algebraic group over C, A a closed subgroup contained in
its center, and K = H/A. Because A is abelian it decomposes as a product A ∼= F ×G⊕rm ×G⊕sa
with F finite abelian.
Proposition 4.4. There is a surjective homomorphism of linear algebraic groups κ : H → G⊕rm
such that the composition A ↪→ H κ−→ G⊕rm is also surjective.
Proof. We can assume that A coincides with the center of H; otherwise compose the homomor-
phism constructed below with a projection onto a torus of the appropriate rank in such a way
that the induced map from the Lie algebra of A to that of the torus becomes an isomorphism.
Write H as an extension of its maximal reductive quotient Hred by its unipotent radical RuH:
1→ RuH → H → Hred → 1
The structure theorem of reductive groups gives a decomposition of Hred as the almost-direct
product of its radical RHred and its derived subgroup DHred:
1→ RHred ∩ DHred → RHred ×DHred → Hred → 1
Here RHred is the maximal subtorus in Z(Hred), and the intersection RHred ∩ DHred is finite.
The canonical projection RHred ×DHred −→ RHred descends to a surjective homomorphism
Hred −→ RHred
RHred ∩ DHred
that is obviously surjective when restricted to its center. Notice that the target of this map is
again a torus, of the same rank as RHred. Composing with the projection H → Hred provides the
required homomorphism.
Remark 4.5. We insist on the connectedness assumption on H only because we do not know
whether we can extend this last proposition to the non-connected case. The requirement is
superfluous whenever we can lift the homomorphism above from the connected component of the
identity to the whole group. Since these fit in the exact sequence
1→ H0 → H → pi0H → 1,
all of our results hold, for example, for groups for which the latter is a split sequence.
It is an instructive exercise to follow the steps of this last proof in the case H = GLn, for it exactly
reconstructs the determinant map. Remember that it was the surjectivity of this map —and that
of its restriction to the center of GLn— that allowed us to construct (4.1). Since κ enjoys the
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same properties, we have another commutative diagram with exact rows and columns:
1 1
1 A′ H ′ K 1
1 A H K 1
G⊕rm G⊕rm
1 1
κ κ
(4.3)
Here we slightly abuse notation by denoting the restriction of κ to A by the same letter. There
are two important remarks that we should make about the kernel A′ of the latter:
– By construction, κ is trivial when restricted to the unipotent part of A, which is hence fully
contained in A′.
– On the other hand, the restriction of κ to the non-unipotent part of A induces an isomorphism
at the level of Lie algebras, which in turn leads us to the crucial statement about A′: it
contains no torus part. In other words, A′ satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 3.8.
4.3 Recapitulation: statement of the main theorem
As promised in the introduction, the most general form of our main theorem involves basic
H-torsors on A-gerbes over the de Rham and Dolbeault stacks of X, where H is a linear algebraic
group over C, and A a closed subgroup of its center. Once again, we defer the statement of
the stability conditions on the Dolbeault side until §5.2 (Definitions 5.7 and 5.9). Under the
assumptions detailed below, the following statement holds.
Theorem 4.6. Let θ ∈Map(XdR, B2A)0 be a flat A-gerbe over X. Then there is a Higgs A-gerbe
over X, θ˜ ∈Map(XDol, B2A)0, for which there is an equivalence
MapBA
(
θ(XdR), BH
) 'MapBA(θ˜(XDol), BH)ss
Conversely, given θ˜ ∈Map (XDol, B2A)0 we can find θ ∈Map (XdR, B2A)0 such that the same
conclusion holds.
The initial data is subject to the following two requirements:
– H is connected, and
– (in the algebraic category) the quotient K = H/A is reductive.
The first condition ensures the existence of the map κ in Proposition 4.4 (see Remark 4.5, though).
The second ensures that the Hodge correspondence for K-torsors can be translated to the e´tale
case using Proposition 3.9.
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5. The proof
5.1 Torusless gerbes and rectifiability
In analogy with (4.2) we have the following diagrams of ∞-stacks, where again the rows and the
column are fiber sequences:
BH ′ BK B2A′
BH BK B2A
B2G⊕rm
obA′
obA
′
A
obA
κ
(5.1)
It is now clear what takes on the role that torsion had in the vector bundle case.
Definition 5.1. We say that an A-gerbe over X is κ-torsion if its image under the map
Map
(
X, B2A
) κ−−−→Map(X, B2G⊕rm ),
is a trivializable G⊕rm -gerbe.
Lemma 5.2 (cf. Lemma 4.2). Let α ∈Map(X, B2A)
0
be an A-gerbe over an ∞-stack X. Then,
the category of basic H-torsors on αX is empty unless αX is κ-torsion.
5.1.1 We now seek to give a different presentation of the category of basic H-torsors on a
κ-torsion A-gerbe —one that drops the explicit dependence on the category of A-gerbes in favor
of that of A′-gerbes, for which the Hodge correspondence holds.
Consider the antidiagonal actions of A′ on A′×A and H ′×A. They give rise to an exact sequence
of augmented simplicial objects in the category of linear algebraic groups over C:
1 A′ ×A
//
A′ H ′ ×A//A′ K//∗ 1
1 A H K 1
m m (5.2)
The augmentations of each of these are in fact the quotient maps of the corresponding actions.
Notice that, although the action of A′ described by the leftmost simplicial object seems to be
twisted, it is actually isomorphic to the trivial A′-action on A′ ×A.
The Puppe sequences of the rows in (5.2) yield the folllowing diagram of augmented simplicial
objects in the appropriate ∞-topos of ∞-stacks:
BK
//∗ B2A′ ×B2A//B2A′
BK B2A
(obA′ , ∗)//∗
m
obA
(5.3)
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Here the augmentation of the simplicial object on the left is trivially an effective epimorphism,
while that of the simplicial object on the right is so because it is induced by the quotient of
the trivial A′-torsor on A. The horizontal maps are composed of the universal obstruction A′-
and A-gerbe for K-torsors, and the trivial maps that pick the natural points out of B2A′ and
B2A.
Now, for any ∞-stack X, apply the ∞-functor Map(X,−) to (5.3). After choosing a κ-torsion
A-gerbe on X, α ∈ Map(X, B2A)
0
, and a lift, α′ ∈ Map(X, B2A′)
0
, to an A′-gerbe on X, we
can extend the resulting diagram of augmented simplicial ∞-groupoids to the following:
Map
(
X, BK
)//∗ Map(X, B2A′)×Map(X, B2A)
/
Map
(
X, B2A′
) ∗//∗
Map
(
X, BK
)
Map
(
X, B2A
) ∗
(obA′ , ∗)//∗
m
(α′, ∗)//∗
obA α
(5.4)
Once again, each vertical map in this diagram realizes the quotient of the groupoid object above
it. Taking limits along the rows finally yields:
MapBA′
(
α′X, BH
′)
×Map(X, BA)
/
Map
(
X, BA′
)
MapBA
(
αX, BH
)m
(5.5)
This last map is unfortunately not an effective epimorphism15. It turns into one, however, if we
restrict to certain connected components of the target.
5.1.2 Before exploring this last claim, let us describe what the objects and morphisms in (5.5)
look like in concrete terms. From the realization (2.9) of the category of basic H-torsors on αX as
a limit, we see that its objects are given by pairs(
Q→ X, obA(Q→ X) γ−−→ αX
)
(5.6)
of a K-torsor on X —which we dub the underlying K-torsor of the pair— together with an
equivalence between its obstruction A-gerbe and αX. A similar description could be made of basic
H ′-torsors on α′X, but there is a slightly different characterization of these that will later prove
useful for our purposes.
Indeed, recall from (5.1) that the following is a fiber sequence of ∞-groupoids:
Map
(
X, B2A′
) obA′A−−−−→Map(X, B2A) κ−−−→Map(X, B2G⊕rm ).
15Effective epimorphisms constitute the left part of an orthogonal factorization system in any ∞-topos, which is
not necessarily preserved by ∞-limits [Lur09, §5.2.8]
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We can read this as saying that an A′-gerbe can be seen as a (κ-torsion) A-gerbe together with
the choice of a trivialization of its image under κ. In particular, think of the obstruction A′-gerbe
of a K-torsor Q→ X as its obstruction A-gerbe together with a trivialization
κ
(
obA(Q→ X)
) obA′−−−−→ X×BG⊕rm .
Similarly, a lift α′ of α can be expressed as the choice of a trivialization
κ
(
αX
) α′−−−→ X×BG⊕rm .
In this language, to give a basic H ′-torsor on α′X is the same as giving a tripleQ→ X, obA(Q→ X) γ−−→ αX,
κ
(
obA(Q→ X)
)
κ
(
αX
)
X×BG⊕rm
⇓F
κ(γ)
obA′ α′
 (5.7)
The existence of a homotopy F filling the last diagram is what says that γ is part of an equivalence
of A′-gerbes —given by the choice of such a homotopy.
The first two pieces of data in (5.7) define a basic H-torsor on αX (5.6), and forgetting the
homotopy F is precisely the fortgetful functor
MapBA′
(
α′X, BH
′) pi−−−−→MapBA(αX, BH) (5.8)
obtained by taking limits along the rows of the following diagram:
Map
(
X, BK
)
Map
(
X, B2A′
) ∗
Map
(
X, BK
)
Map
(
X, B2A
) ∗
obA′
obA
′
A
α′
obA α
In the other direction, completing a pair (Q, γ) to a triple (Q, γ, F ) is not a trivial task, but
rather a strong condition on (Q, γ) —and one that depends on the choice of α′. Indeed, for a fixed
α′, we have two trivializations of κ
(
ob(Q→ X)): namely, α′ ◦ κ(γ) and obA′ . But the category of
trivializations of a trivializable G⊕rm -gerbe is (noncanonically) equivalent to Map
(
X, BG⊕rm
)
, and
we have no reason to expect the two to belong to the same connected component.
On the other hand, the category of equivalences between two (equivalent) A-gerbes is (again,
noncanonically) equivalent to Map
(
X, BA
)
, and so we have an action map
MapBA
(
αX, BH
)×Map(X, BA) MapBA(αX, BH)(
(Q, γ),L) (Q,Lγ)
σ
(5.9)
We can finally write the multiplication map m in (5.5) as the appropriate composition of the
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forgetful functor (5.8) and this last map:
m :
MapBA′
(
α′X, BH
′)
×Map(X, BA) MapBA
(
αX, BH
)
×Map(X, BA) MapBA(αX, BH)(
(Q, γ, F ),L) ((Q, γ),L) (Q,Lγ)
pi × id σ
For the sake of completeness, let us also give an expression for the action of Map
(
X, BA′
)
in
(5.5). Seeing A′-torsors as pairs (L′, µ) consisting of an A-torsor and a trivialization of its image
under κ —just as we did for A′-gerbes—, it is given by
MapBA′
(
α′X, BH
′)
×Map(X, BA) ×Map(X, BA′) MapBA′
(
α′X, BH
′)
×Map(X, BA)(
(Q, γ, F ),L, (L′, µ)) ((Q,L′γ, F ◦ µ), (L′)−1L)
µ
(5.10)
5.1.3 With descriptions in hand, we return to the claim at the end of §5.1.1.
Definition 5.3. A basic H-torsor on αX is said to be α
′-rectifiable if it belongs to the image of
MapBA′
(
α′X, BH
′)×Map(X, BA) under the multiplication map m in (5.5).
In other words, the multiplication map is an effective epimorphism onto the category of α′-
rectifiable basic H-torsors on αX, which, in turn, realizes the latter as the quotient
MapBA
(
αX, BH
)α′-rect ' MapBA′(α′X, BH ′)×Map(X, BA)
Map
(
X, BA′
)
Proposition 5.4. A basic H-torsor on αX is α
′-rectifiable if and only if the obstruction A′-gerbe
of its underlying K-torsor is equivalent to α′X.
Proof. Necessity is clear, so we just need to prove sufficiency. Let (Q, γ) be a basic H-torsor on
αX, and suppose ob
′
A(Q→ X) is equivalent to α′X. This amounts to the existence of a pairobA(Q→ X) φ−−→ αX,
κ
(
obA(Q→ X)
)
κ
(
αX
)
X×BG⊕rm
⇓H
κ(φ)
obA′ α′

Since the category of equivalences between two (equivalent) A-gerbes is equivalent to Map
(
X, BA
)
,
we can find an A-torsor L such that φ ∼= Lγ. Hence m((Q,φ,H),L) = (Q,Lφ) ∼= (Q, γ).
Definition 5.5. Let [α] ∈ pi0 Map
(
X, B2A
)
. We define L(X)([α]) as the set of equivalence classes
of liftings of the A-gerbe αX to an A
′-gerbe:
L(X)([α]) :=
{
[α′] ∈ pi0 Map
(
X, B2A′
) ∣∣∣ obA′A([α′]) = [α]}
Corollary 5.6. MapBA
(
αX, BH
) ' ∐
[α′]∈L(X)([α])
MapBA
(
αX, BH
)α′-rect
Proof. By Proposition 5.4, every basic H-torsor (Q, γ) is obA′(Q→ X)-rectifiable.
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Let us make two quick remarks about this sets of equivalence classes of liftings.
– The concept is only meaningful if αX is κ-torsion, for otherwise L(X)([α]) is empty. Never-
theless, Corollary 5.6 remains true in this case (cf. Lemma 5.2).
– Even if αX is κ-torsion, it is not necessarily true that every element in L(X)([α]) is hit by
an element of pi0 Map
(
X, BK
)
; that is, MapBA
(
αX, BH
)α′-rect
might be empty for some
[α′] ∈ L(X)([α]). We could therefore restrict the index set of the union in Corollary 5.6 to
the intersection of L(X)([α]) and the image of
pi0 Map
(
X, BK
) obA′−−−−→ pi0 Map(X, B2A′),
without altering its validity.
5.2 Lifting flat and Higgs A-gerbes
5.2.1 Choose a pair
θ′ ∈Map(XdR, B2A′)0, θ˜′ ∈Map(XDol, B2A′)0
consisting of a flat A′-gerbe on X and a Higgs A′-gerbe on X that are related to each other under
the Hodge correspondence for gerbes (Proposition 3.8), and denote by
θ := obA
′
A (θ
′) ∈Map(XdR, B2A)0, θ˜ := obA′A (θ˜′) ∈Map(XDol, B2A)0
the induced (κ-torsion) A-gerbes.
Definition 5.7. A basic H ′-torsor on
θ˜′(XDol) is called semistable if its underlying K-torsor
on XDol is semistable and has zero first and second rational Chern classes. We denote by
MapBA′
(
θ˜′(XDol), BH
′)ss the full subcategory of the category of basic H ′-torsors on
θ˜′(XDol) on
the semistable objects.
Proposition 5.8. MapBA′
(
θ′(XdR), BH
′) 'MapBA′(θ˜′(XDol), BH ′)ss
Proof. This is just the obvious attempt that we described in §4.1.2 —only now the Hodge
correspondence does hold for A′-gerbes.
Definition 5.9. A θ˜′-rectifiable H-torsor on
θ˜
(XDol) is called semistable if it is the image under
the multiplication map m in (5.5) of a semistable basic H ′-torsor on
θ˜′(XDol) and an A-torsor on
XDol with zero first Chern class. We denote the category of these objects by
MapBA
(
θ˜
(XDol), BH
)θ˜′-rect,ss
Observe that, owing to the discussion in §3.3.4, we do not need to explicitly require semistability
for the A-torsor on XDol —vanishing of the first Chern class is enough.
Since the multiplication map m in (5.5) is a quotient map, there is the question of whether
this definition of semistability depends on the choice of inverse image. Any two objects of
MapBA′
(
θ˜′(XDol), BH
′) ×Map(XDol, BA) giving rise to the same basic H-torsor on θ˜(XDol)
differ by the action of an A′-torsor on XDol as in (5.10). However, the latter are always of degree
zero because A′ contains no algebraic torus, and they remain of degree zero after taking their
image under obA
′
A . Hence, if one of the objects consists of a semistable basic H
′-torsor on
θ˜′(XDol)
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and an A-torsor on XDol with zero first Chern class, so does the other. In other words, the action
of Map
(
XDol, BA
′) preserves the subcategory
MapBA′
(
θ˜′(XDol), BH
′)ss ×Map(XDol, BA)0 ⊆MapBA′(θ˜′(XDol), BH ′)×Map(XDol, BA).
Corollary 5.10. MapBA
(
θ(XdR), BH
)θ′-rect 'MapBA(θ˜(XDol), BH)θ˜′-rect,ss
Proof. Once again, the obvious approach works: the terms in the definitions of both of the
categories on both sides of this equivalence,
MapBA
(
θ(XdR), BH
)θ′-rect ' MapBA′(θ′(XdR), BH ′)×Map(XdR, BA)
Map
(
XdR, BA′
)
and
MapBA
(
θ˜
(XDol), BH
)θ˜′-rect,ss ' MapBA′(θ˜′(XDol), BH ′)ss ×Map(XDol, BA)0
Map
(
XDol, BA′
) ,
exactly correspond to each other under Theorem 3.3.
5.2.2 In the last paragraph we proved something that puts us very close to the statement of
Theorem 4.6. Indeed, for any choice of a κ-torsion flat A-gerbe on X, θ ∈ Map(XdR, B2A)0,
Corollary 5.6 gives us the decomposition
MapBA
(
θ(XdR), BH
) ' ∐
[θ′]∈L(XdR)([θ])
MapBA
(
θ(XdR), BH
)θ′-rect
By Corollary 5.10, each one of the pieces on the right hand side of the last equation is equivalent
to the category of semistable θ˜′-rectifiable basic H-torsors on
obA
′
A (θ˜
′)(XDol), where θ˜
′ is related
to θ′ through the Hodge correspondence for gerbes. Our first remark is that all of the [obA′A (θ˜′)]
coincide.
Lemma 5.11. Let [θ] ∈ pi0 Map
(
XdR, B
2A
)
be an equivalence class of κ-torsion flat A-gerbes on X.
There is a unique equivalence class of κ-torsion Higgs A-gerbes on X, [θ˜] ∈ pi0 Map
(
XDol, B
2A
)
,
for which there is a injective function
L(XdR)([θ]) ↪→ L(XDol)([θ˜])
Proof. Consider the following diagram, constructed out of the Puppe sequence of the exact
sequence 0→ A′ → A→ G⊕rm → 0 of abelian linear algebraic groups over C coming from (4.3).
pi0Map
(
XdR, BA
)
pi0Map
(
XDol, BA
)0 pi0Map(XDol, BA)
pi0Map
(
XdR, BG⊕rm
)
pi0Map
(
XDol, BG⊕rm
)0 pi0Map(XDol, BG⊕rm )
pi0Map
(
XdR, B
2A′
)
pi0Map
(
XDol, B
2A′
)
pi0Map
(
XDol, B
2A′
)
pi0Map
(
XdR, B
2A
)
pi0Map
(
XDol, B
2A
)
pi0Map
(
XDol, B
2A
)
p
∼=
∼=
∼=
obA
′
A ob
A′
A ob
A′
A
(5.11)
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The first and last columns are, by construction, exact sequences of abelian groups; although the
middle one is not exact, the composition of any two maps in it is zero. The maps from the first
column to the second are provided by the appropriate Hodge correspondences.
For [θ] ∈ pi0 Map
(
XdR, B
2A
)
, look at all its possible liftings through obA
′
A —that is, at L(XdR)([θ]).
Since any two elements in the latter set differ by an element in pi0 Map
(
XdR, BG⊕rm
)
, their
images under the Hodge correspondence differ by an element of pi0 Map
(
XDol, BG⊕rm
)0
. These
images then map to a well-defined element [θ˜] ∈ pi0 Map
(
XDol, B
2A
)
, thus defining a function
L(XdR)([θ])→ L(XDol)([θ˜]). The injectivity of the latter is clear.
This last map is in general not surjective. Indeed, the upper right square in (5.11) being cartesian,
we have
L(XdR)([θ]) ∼=
pi0 Map
(
XdR, BG⊕rm
)
pi0 Map
(
XdR, BA
) ∼= pi0 Map(XDol, BG⊕rm )0
pi0 Map
(
XDol, BA
)0
↪→ pi0 Map
(
XDol, BG⊕rm
)
pi0 Map
(
XDol, BA
) ∼= L(XDol)([θ˜])
However, it becomes an isomorphism when restricted to the images under obA′ of the category of
K-torsors on XdR, on one side, and that of the category of semistable K-torsors on XDol with
zero first and second rational Chern classes, on the other:
im
(
pi0 Map
(
XdR, BK
) obA′−−−−→ pi0 Map(XdR, B2A′)) ∩ L(XdR)([θ])
∼= im
(
pi0 Map
(
XDol, BK
)ss,0 obA′−−−−→ pi0 Map(XDol, B2A′)) ∩ L(XDol)([θ˜])
This fact follows easily from the commutative diagram
pi0Map
(
XdR, BK
)
pi0Map
(
XDol, BK
)ss,0
pi0Map
(
XdR, B
2A′
)
pi0Map
(
XDol, B
2A′
)
∼=
obA′ obA′
∼=
mediated by the nonabelian Hodge correspondence, and the Hodge correspondence for gerbes.
Because of the last remark of §5.1.3, this observation finishes the proof of Theorem 4.6. In
particular, it allows us to find, given an equivalence class of κ-torsion Higgs A-gerbes on X, an
equivalence class of κ-torsion flat A-gerbes for which the conclusion of Lemma 5.11 holds.
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